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PREMIUM CARPET
Timelessly crafted.
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[image: ]Karastan carpets and rugs go beyond beautiful. Our artisans, averaging 30 years of experience, add their own personal touch to every piece. With handcrafted care, each product is thoughtfully inspected, checked for imperfections, and woven with rich beauty.
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Expressions of Beauty


Inspiration stems from within the marvels of tradition, art, nature, and modern life. Our artisans immerse themselves in these experiences, weaving and expressing beauty through intricate patterns, dramatic color variations, detailed textures, and bold tones—all designed to evolve and withstand the pressures of time.






Learn About Fiber


With premium materials and flawless craftsmanship, every Karastan carpet is woven to ensure lasting beauty for generations. Explore the depths of your style in high-quality wool, nylon, and SmartStrand carpets.



WOOL
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The most beautiful and luxurious of all carpet fibers, wool is highly regarded for its strength, durability and comfort. Learn more about this natural fiber.
Explore Wool >

NYLON
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Known for its outstanding performance and durability, Kashmere nylon carpets offer homeowners a refined, tailored texture.
Explore Nylon >

SMARTSTRAND
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Using advanced fiber innovation, SmartStrand carpets offer the highest level of beauty, comfort and performance available. In fact, it’s the only carpet with permanent built-in stain and soil protection.
Explore SmartStrand >



Discover Carpet Looks and Trends
Discover
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Karastan Carpet Guide


Carpet is perhaps the most important element to consider when transforming a living space; it influences decorating plans, changes the mood of a room, and inspires new ideas. These design tips on carpet color, texture, and pattern can help you decide the best carpet for your space and style.


Explore Carpet >
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Color


Color sets the mood within a space. That’s why it may be best to start the carpet search by thinking about the purpose of the room. It’s also helpful to consider how you want people to feel when they walk inside. While keeping these things in mind, be aware of the colors that catch your eye in fabrics, paint swatches and magazines.
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Pattern


Choosing the right patterns is essential for your decorating plan. It can visually stretch the dimensions of a space, define areas within your home and reinforce a room’s character. For example, carpets in floral, animal prints or geometric patterns can give a room instant personality. As a general guide for patterns, choose a theme and build your plan from there.
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Texture


While texture is directly related to the way your carpet feels, its consistency also determines the appearance of your carpet. Be it rough, soft, think or smooth – your carpet adds to the collection of texture found in your home.
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Artistic Elegance


Forest Twilight


Shop Product >
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Modern Plaid


Azure


Shop Product >
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Coastal Vibes


Surfside
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Artistic Elegance


Forest Twilight


Shop Product >
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Modern Plaid


Azure
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Casual
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Explore versatile options that bring effortless style to any room.
Explore Casual Carpet >

Classic
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Add a touch of sophistication to any space with these elegant styles.
Explore Classic Carpet >

Modern
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See how patterns and colors bring a bold twist to classic, refined styles.
Explore Modern Carpet >
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